DFDS is Europe’s largest and the most reliable integrated shipping and logistics company with more than
8,000+ employees in 20 countries. We have quite a long history to share - the company was founded in
1866 and is headquartered in Copenhagen.
In 2013, one of DFDS branch - DFDS Polska was established in Poznan as the group’s finance and
accounting Shared Service Centre. Our Poznan office now employs approx. 400 staff and covers Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable and General Ledger functions in 20 European countries as well as specialist
areas in Indirect Taxation, Cash Management, Master Data, Business Intelligence & Analytics, Continuous
Improvement and Customs & Compliance.
We have a unique Scandinavian work culture and we develop to be the best organization to work in.
Together we achieved a lot of success and one of them took place in 2017, when DFDS Polska was named
the winner of the ABSL Business Leader in Business Excellence Diamond Award.
Currently we are looking for:

ERP Cloud Developer
or Junior ERP Cloud Developer
(Location: Poznań)

Become part of one of the largest programmes in the implementation of a new ERP system for digitizing the back office
for Group Finance, HR and Procurement in DFDS. We are live with the first 10% of a constantly growing number of DFDS’
Legal Entities each with their own integration and Master Data needs.
You will be working in the ERP Cloud Services who provides integration services towards D365FO for Master Data and
transactional data.
We have a broad tool stack from Power Apps with Dataverse connected to D365FO and instrumented with Azure
components like Logic Apps, Eventgrid, Storage accounts, API Management and Azure integration account, just to name
the most important in a growing variety of Azure components. Also a public exposed .Net form.
We also use Azure DevOps for deployment of our several staging environments for various integration purposes.
We are a very diverse team and spread geographically so we collaborate around our Azure DevOps backlog and apply
agile practices.
This is a great opportunity for you to work with new technologies on a large enterprise scale.
We have many stakeholders, on different technical and organisational levels internal and external partners.

Main responsibilities:








Deliver solutions that can encompass one or several of the mentioned components
Obtain, refine and challenge requirements with your stakeholders
Participate in tech workshops and guilts to share knowledge and experience
Review, document and test yours or the teams deliverables
Maintain our solutions in different env. and be able to deploy a solution
Understand your data in context both the origins and destiny of the data you provide service for
Follow best practices guidelines and contribute to keeping them updated

Preferred professional candidate profile:
We expect that you hold minimum a BSc. degree and preferably in Computer- or Electronic Science where
you have gained a good SW understanding and surrounding disciplines.
We are aware that there are not many people who has many years of experience with all or just some of
the mentioned SW technologies and it might be that you just graduated.
If you can tick off some of the below characteristics, you should not hesitate to apply.



Worked with MS development technologies, D365, Azure (IaaS), Power Platform, Dataverse, SQL,
Java Script and .Net.
Alternatively:
o You should be prepared to learn and show up at the 2. interview with a small demo
applying some of the above technologies
o Expect to be doing certifications in the first 2 months of your employment to
demonstrate that you can learn fast






Visual Studio or other Code IDE. Code configuration systems like Git
Worked with Azure DevOps from code repos to backlog and deployment tools
Experience with ERP system and integrations
Working with structured data and can comprehend large complex data coherencies

Preferred personal candidate profile:
Have a structured yet curious mindset that likes to experiment and then go back to do a thought through
documented design to have a solid foundation for reviews and finally implementation and test.
Good communication skills and be able to present your ideas.

You thrive by achieving together and have excellent collaboration skills where you share
knowledge and seek agreement

You seek to understanding business requirements and turn them into technical requirements

Personally, you have a structured mindset and good problem-solving skills

Outspoken person with a sense of humor

If you find the job interesting and you fulfill the expectations, please submit your CV and application in
English. We will evaluate applications on an ongoing basis. All applications will be treated confidentially.
Please contact Agata Kaczanowicz at agata.kaczanowicz@dfds.com for questions about the position. The
position will be filled as soon as possible.
DFDS is committed to equal employment opportunities regardless of race, color, ancestry, religion, gender,
national origin, sexual orientation, age and citizenship.

